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Twitter's transparency report showed that Russia filed 91 content removal requests between July and
December last year.

The head of Russia's media watchdog has accused Twitter of a persistently failing to comply
with Russian laws, after the micro blog said Moscow had submitted the world's second-
largest number of requests to remove content in the second half of 2014.

Roskomnadzor chief Alexander Zharov took particular issue with the wording of Twitter's
statement, which said the micro-blog had "denied several requests to silence popular critics
of the Russian government and other demands to limit speech about non-violent
demonstrations in Ukraine."

Twitter's stance "causes bewilderment," Zharov was cited as saying Tuesday by the state-run
RIA Novosti news agency.
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"The fact that this position was stated in a commentary to an official company report
evidences Twitter's persistent failure to comply with the demands of Russian laws, including
those aimed against extremism," he added.

The accusation of "extremism" has served as grounds for Moscow to block an array
of Russian news websites, and Zharov's deputy at Roskomnadzor, Maxim Ksenzov, suggested
last year that Moscow could also block Twitter.

Zharov stopped short of making that threat on Tuesday, saying only that Moscow would send
another request to Twitter with demands for an explanation, Ekho Moskvy reported.

Twitter's transparency report, released Monday, showed that Russia filed 91 content removal
requests between July and December last year — second only to Turkey. This marked a spike
from the 33 content removal requests Russia filed in the first part of the year.

The increase was due to Russia's new law against extremism, which Moscow cited in its flurry
of latest requests and which "allows Russian authorities to restrict access to content that is
deemed to be 'extremist' or that leads to 'mass actions,'" Twitter said.

Twitter said it had complied with 59 percent of Russia's requests during the first part of the
year, but only with 13 percent in the second half of the year.
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